Histones of terminally differentiated cells undergo continuous turnover.
In contrast to the widely accepted idea of the nearly absolute metabolic stability of histones, our experiments support the view that the histones of nonproliferating, terminally differentiated cells undergo continuous replacement. This conclusion is based on the incorporation of labeled amino acids into the histones of mouse kidney and liver cells after their intraperitoneal introduction. We have found that the intranuclear uptake of the histones made in the absence of replicative synthesis and their integration into chromatin proceed with striking delay. The metabolic rates of individual histones measured by calculating their half-lives suggest that each histone turns over at a specific rate. With regard to the basic chromatin structure, the nucleosome, such unequal turnover should mean that the histone core does not participate in this process as a single unit but rather as a protein mosaic in which each partner follows its own rate of removal. Additional experiments suggested that intact nucleosomes take part in the replacement, but the relative proportion of the nucleosomes involved should be limited. The nonnucleosomal H1A and H1 degree histones have been found to undergo faster replacement than the core histones. Moreover, in comparison to each other, these two histone subfractions are also replaced at a different rate. The results of autoradiography of isolated kidney and liver nuclei after continuous labeling with [3H]-thymidine suggest that the histone replacement is not associated with the repair of DNA.